
Claypaky at LDI 2019

Claypaky will be at LDI this year in booth #1447. They will be present with a New Sales and Technical Team 
based in the United States: Dennis Knopf (Senior Business Development Manager), George Masek (Senior
Product Specialist), Ray Whitton (North American Business Development Manager), Julie Smith (Product
Support). The booth staff will also include the Claypaky CEO Marcus Graser, Head of Global Marketing Alena
Turiakova, Francesco Romagnoli, Marco Zucchinali, Giovanni Zucchinali and of course the whole Technical
Team.

Xtylos

Claypaky flagship product at LDI is the Xtylos, presented for the first time in America under the motto “It’s Real”.
A ten-minute Product Presentation and a five-minute Light Show will be devoted to all our new products, which
will be repeated every hour. George Masek will take a special in-depth look at the Xtylos three times a day on
every day. You will also have fun with a special game dedicated to “Xtylos” at the booth!

Xtylos is an innovative, compact beam moving light making use of a tailor-made laser source (Patent 
Application filed). It features an RGB additive colour mixing, where coloured light beams are as bright as a white
light beam! The Xtylos is the first moving head light with a laser light source, and this opens up new, surprising
prospects for the development of the entire entertainment lighting world. www.xtylos.show.com

Sharpy Plus is the first true 100% HYBRID unit, able to be a perfect beam light and a perfect spotlight and
featuring a top-ranking-performance Osram Sirius HRI® 330W X8 lamp
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https://www.xtylos.show/
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https://www.claypaky.it/en/products/sharpy-plus


Sharpy Plus Aqua

Designed in the spirit of the Sharpy Plus platform, the Sharpy Plus Aqua luminaire is an IP65-rated moving
head fixture perfect for outdoor events, touring, permanent installations, cruise ships, and much more.

***WORLD PREMIERE***

RefletXion

ReflectXion is a moving mirror offering 540° PAN and unique, continuous TILT movement at adjustable speeds.
The ReflectXion’s mirror is the same on both sides giving you two highly reflective surfaces with which to direct
light beams.
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https://www.claypaky.it/media/documents/Claypaky_SharpyPlusAqua.pdf
https://www.claypaky.it/media/documents/Claypaky_ReflectXion.pdf


Axcor Wash 600 is a versatile light, which further enhances the Axcor LED moving head range and naturally
complements the Axcor Profile 600.  The Axcor Wash 600 fits a four-blade framing system, working with anylens
type you choose. The fixture is available with PC (standard), Fresnel or Clear lenses. The three types are
interchangeable and can be purchased separately.

HY B-EYE is the latest development in the B-EYE range, with the same successful features, which have been
enhanced and further enriched: the HY B-EYE is more powerful, more efficient, more interactive with the media
server (Kling-Net protocol included), more versatile and quieter than ever.

Mini-B is the smallest LED beam light ever made by Claypaky for the professional market. Although it weighs
just 7 Kg and measures only 34 cm, Mini-B features the most modern optical and electronic technology. The
light source is based on 40 Watt Osram RGBW LEDs and its central LED may be controlled separately from the
external ring of LEDs.
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https://www.claypaky.it/en/products/axcor-wash-600
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https://www.claypaky.it/en/products/Mini-B

